week 31-35

- PTO / Events
- Focus on app
- New Hardware (Fedora Infra)

- CentOS CI
- Updates/boost (Fedora Infra)

- CentOS Stream Infra Handover
- FMN update

- Centralize and update fedmsg (infra and running CI)

Mini-initiatives

- RHEL9

- Badges backend for new Service

ARC

October

Planning

Week 40 3-7

- Fedora 31 Final Freeze

- PTO

Week 41 10-14

- Fedora 31 Final Freeze

- mdapi: akash

Week 42 17-21

- Fedora 31 Final Freeze

- nirik: PTO

Week 43 24-28

- Fedora 31 Final Freeze

- mdapi: akash

Week 44 31-4

- Fedora 31 Final Freeze

- mdapi: akash

Week 45 7-11

- Fedora 31 Final Freeze

- nirik: PTO

Week 46 14-18

- Fedora 31 Final Freeze

- mdapi: akash

Week 47 21-25

- Fedora 31 Final Freeze

- nirik: PTO

Week 48 28-2

- Day of Learning

Week 49 5-9

- Red Hat Shutdown

Week 50 12-16

Week 51 19-23

Week 52 24-30

November

December
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- PTO
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- mdapi: akash

Week 44 31-4

- Fedora 31 Final Freeze
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Week 45 7-11

- Fedora 31 Final Freeze

- nirik: PTO

Week 46 14-18

- Fedora 31 Final Freeze

- mdapi: akash

Week 47 21-25

- Fedora 31 Final Freeze

- nirik: PTO

Week 48 28-2

- Day of Learning

Week 49 5-9

- Red Hat Shutdown

Week 50 12-16

Week 51 19-23

Week 52 24-30
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